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It all starts with a conversation.
Call us on 0300 303 4461

Stadium Security Specialists
Video Surveillance Funding
To enable non Premier League clubs to update and enhance
their video surveillance solutions in a cost-effective way the
FOSA has set up a supplier partnership scheme.
+

Free on-site system audit

+

Preferred pricing from OCS and Dallmeier

+

Funding support from the FSOA

+

Short term installation for high category games
Der panomera® Effect
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received
a significant reduction in the overall cost as part of
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“The camera is fine - we have no
issues with it. We have used the
camera many times to apprehend
supporters which with our
standard camera’s we would have
missed, we have confirmed arrests
and the footage clearly identifies
culprits to the police”
Premiership Club Stadium Manager

HIGH DEGREE OF AVAILABILITY OF RECORDINGS
The hallmarks of Dallmeier recording systems are supreme quality and reliability. The highest possible degree of availability is
guaranteed by RAID 6 and redundant power supply units. The LGC Forensics certification (formerly Kalagate) ensures that the
image material is admissible as evidence in a court of law.

Zoom area can be selected
freely

No switch between cameras
necessary

Intuitive control with
mouse or joystick

Why choose OCS and Dallmeier?
+
+
+
+

Permanent overview of
the entire scene

+
+

Complete Stadia Security
Solutions
3a
3b
Perimeter
in line with the latest Counter Terror advice,
HIGHEST IMAGEsecurity
QUALITY IN ALL RANGES
Each sensor defines its own contrast, white balance,
which
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complete
exposure, sharpness and focus. This enables the sys- observational awareness of the
tem to deliver a considerably more effective dynamic
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Recording in sunlight

Recording in shade

Training ground security including
Automatic Number Plate
3b
Recognition (ANPR), access control and remote access to
cameras between
the Stadium and Training grounds. The
3a
surveillance system is designed to include installation flexibility
for various stadium configurations, and the systems installed
are in line with current Sports Ground Safety Authority
guidelines.

Proven experience in the stadia sector
OCS has installed Dallmeier surveillance technology in the
following clubs: Arsenal, Chelsea and Bournemouth
Multi-focal sensor technology – which means everything
is in view
Utilised by multiple venues at the 2018 FIFA World Cup
Russia
Leasing options available
Recommended by the FSOA (Football Safety Officers
Association)

Other benefits
+
+
+

The use of Panomera cameras is a cost-effective solution,
reducing the infrastructure requirements and number of
cameras required
Match day support provided by a trained OCS technician
Pre-season and mid-season preventative maintenance
checks

It all starts with a conversation.
Call us on 0300 303 4461

